ESSENCIA

®

Source of relaxation
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Essencia® invites you to plunge into a world of genuine relaxation
and well-being. Experience blissful comfort that lets you tap into your
innermost self.
Set all distractions aside and surrender to Essencia’s gentle curves
as your inner beauty is released.

“It is only with the heart that one can see rightly ;
what is essential is invisible to the eye.”

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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Purity and vitality
Essencia is a beautiful fusion of thoughtful simple design
and advanced technology. It exemplifies the experience
and expertise that BainUltra has developed for more than
30 years.
The Essencia collection features two therapeutic baths
with pure and simple shapes :
• Essencia 7236 oval.
• Essencia 6838 rectangular.
Both Essencia models promise supreme comfort, enticing
you to immerse yourself and discover their true inner
beauty as you enjoy exceptionally refined therapeutic
care that helps you recharge and revitalize.
Essencia offers the utmost in ergonomics and therapeutic
care, critical components for relaxation, well-being, and
improved health.
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ERGONOMICS

The beauty within
Above and beyond its sleek exterior, Essencia’s inner
shell has been designed to offer exceptional comfort.
Essencia’s dual row of air jets, foot rest, and armrests
let you enjoy absolute comfort, a Hydro-thermo massage
of unsurpassed quality, a singular experience.
®
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The inverted V backrest and
integrated headrest ensure a
perfect massage of your neck
and spine.

The raised seat maximizes the
massage effect for your legs.

The innovative design allows the bather to choose from three positions and take advantage of beneficial
therapies tailored to their needs. In the stretched out and relaxed positions, the bather sits on the raised seat,

STRETCHED OUT POSITION

RELAXED POSITION

SEATED POSITION
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while in the seated position, the footrest can serve as a seat.
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THERAPIES

Multiple benefits
Available in the ThermoMasseur ® category, Essencia
offers all the therapeutic benefits of Hydro-thermo
massage® (relaxes body and mind, relieves back pain,
stimulates blood flow, and eliminates toxins).
GeysairTM further enhances the benefits of Hydro-thermo massage while providing a feeling of uniform heat,
improving lymphatic drainage, and maintaining water
temperature for a longer period.
Essencia is also available in ThermaSens®, featuring
aromatherapy, chromatherapy, and Thermotherapy®
(WarmTouchShell®). Reconnect with your vital energy
and savor pure relaxation thanks to the beneficial effect
of color vibrations on the senses. Harmoniously integrated,
the AromaCloud® diffuses a mist of essential oils offering
a host of therapeutic benefits.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Essencia Therapeutic Baths
®

BainUltra’s Essencia therapeutic baths are available in the THERMOMASSEUR and THERMASENS
®

®

®

categories. They are designed using a process that gives them a seamless appearance. Made exclusi
vely of acrylic, these bathtubs offer unparalleled quality and a beautiful finish that’s made to last.

ESSENCIA 6838
• 68 x 38 x 26
• 59 air jets
• 56 imperial gallons
• 67 U.S. gallons
• 2 LED lights
• MiaMulti® Control
• 2 grab bars
• 2 armrests
• Color: White only
•	Installation types :
Freestanding et Theatre Stage
Heated backrest & headrest location

ESSENCIA 7236 OVAL
• 72 x 36 x 27
• 46 air jets
• 51 imperial gallons
• 61 U.S. gallons
• 2 LED lights
• MiaMulti® Control
• 2 grab bars
• 2 armrests
•	Color: White only
•	Installation types :
Freestanding et Theatre Stage
Heated backrest & headrest location
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Components*

Acrylic*

The specifications shown represent the outer edge dimensions and the inside bathing capacity dimensions measured at air jets’ height. The manufacturer
accepts a 1/4" [0.64 cm] variance. There are variations on each bath and specifications are subject to change as we improve upon our product as required.
The dimensions needed for site preparation and structure building will differ. BainUltra assumes no responsibility for preparatory work done prior to the
product being on the site.* Some restrictions may apply.
Total or partial reproduction of the content or pictures of this document is prohibited without BainUltra Inc. authorisation.
PRINTED IN CANADA © December 2015 BainUltra Inc. All rights reserved 45200626
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Look within
Take a moment to immerse yourself in the pure, harmoniously styled Essencia® and enjoy
a revitalizing experience.
It’s a wellspring of tranquility, surprisingly comfortable and ideal for getting in touch with your true self
and your core energy.
Finding time for a quiet pause in the midst of your active life won’t slow you down—instead, it’s essential
to help you recenter and find your balance, well-being, and vitality.
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